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Take your time with Road Trips Great Britain and discover 25 leisurely drives through England,
Wales and Scotland's patchwork quilt of hills, valleys and villages. Driving through Great Britain
is the perfect way to appreciate what makes it unique - its dramatic landscapes, ancient
castles, sleepy market towns and grand country houses. Includes practical information,
detailed maps and inspiring ideas, the driving tours in Road Trips Great Britain will lead you to
the rural heart of this sceptred isle. Inside Road Trips Great Britain: - 25 easy-to-follow scenic
driving tours, each lasting one to five days - Information on the British rules of the road Postcodes for use with GPS, plus useful advice on road conditions, speed limits and parking Hotels, restaurants, shops and vineyards where you can savour the burgeoning local food
scene alongside a dazzling array of beer, gin, whisky and sparkling wines - Best experiences
along each route: get active on walks, boat trips, bike rides and hikes; or get to know the
distinct history and traditions of England, Wales and Scotland Looking for a comprehensive eguide to the whole country? Try our DK Eyewitness Great Britain. About DK Eyewitness: Our
Road Trips take the work out of planning a driving tour, with easy-to-read maps, tips and tours
to inform and enrich your journey. DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher,
producing beautifully designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
The Rough Guide to Scotland is the ultimate travel guide to this beguiling and beautiful
country. It will guide you through Scotland with reliable information and detailed coverage of all
of Scotland's attractions, from the world-class cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow to its many
idyllic islands. This fully updated guidebook features detailed practical advice on what to see
and do and how to get around, plus up-to-date reviews of the best hotels, B&Bs, shops, and
restaurants. Whether you're looking for traditional village pubs or want to go puffin-spotting on
Shetland, The Rough Guide to Scotland has you covered. Accurate maps and comprehensive
practical information help you get under the skin of Scotland, while stunning photography and a
full-color introduction make this your ultimate traveling companion. Make the most of your time
on earth with The Rough Guide to Scotland. Now available in ePub format.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland is your in-depth guide to this unique country. Explore all
that Scotland has to offer, from the streets of Edinburgh to the wind-swept highlands and lochs,
from golf trips and whiskey tours to impromptu ceilidhs in cozy pubs. Discover DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Scotland. * Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a
glance. * Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. * Floor plans and guided visitor
information for major museums. * Guided walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try,
things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. * Area maps marked with sights. *
Detailed city maps include street finder indexes for easy navigation. * Insights into history and
culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights. * Hotel and restaurant listings
highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, handdrawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Scotland truly shows you this country as no one else can. Recommended: For a pocket
guidebook to Scotland, check out DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Scotland, which is
packed with dozens of top 10 lists, ensuring you make the most of your time in the country.
Series Overview: For more than two decades, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides have helped
travelers experience the world through the history, art, architecture, and culture of their
destinations. Expert travel writers and researchers provide independent editorial advice,
recommendations, and reviews. With guidebooks to hundreds of places around the globe
available in print and digital formats, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides show travelers how they
can discover more. DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: the most maps, photographs, and
illustrations of any guide.
DK Eyewitness ScotlandPenguin
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With its unparalleled history, renowned cuisine, and lively atmosphere, Rome is like no place
else on earth. Are you ready to discover the Eternal City? Take a cooking class in Rome,
explore the Colosseum, or hang out on the Spanish Steps. This ultimate pocket-sized travel
guide shows you the very best sights you'll want to include on your Rome bucket list! Inside the
pages of this Rome travel guide, you'll discover: - Ten easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a
day trip, a weekend, or a week - Available in a handy format that is light, portable, and packed
with essential information - Expert advice and travel tips to help you tick off unmissable sights,
explore beyond the tourist hubs and soak up the atmosphere - Detailed maps cover every area
of Rome, plus a laminated pull-out map that won't let you down whatever the weather Tour an
ancient capital with modern advice Walk about this ancient metropolis and immerse yourself in
the culture, history, and contemporary excitement of this bustling city. Rome is a treasure trove
of things to see and do. This travel guide will ensure that you experience this breathtakingly
beautiful region like a local. Find the best museums and galleries, places to eat, shops, and
cultural experiences this Italian town has to offer! Use this travel guide to find inspiration for
different things to enjoy during your trip - including family activities and things to do for free.
This guide includes itineraries that cover iconic areas and must-sees such as the Vatican,
Sistine Chapel, Trastevere, Villa Borghese, Campo de' Flori, and so much more. DK
Eyewitness Top 10 Rome has been updated regularly to make sure the information is as up-todate as possible following the COVID-19 outbreak. Plan even more trips! Take the work out of
planning a short trip with the DK Eyewitness Top 10 series. It's the ultimate travel guide packed
with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to make your weekend trip or cultural break
memorable. From London and Paris to Prague and Amsterdam, explore the best of these
travel destinations, and many more! Gold Award: Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards 2020
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland will lead you straight to the best attractions this unique
country has to offer, from the streets of Edinburgh to the wind-swept highlands and lochs, from
golf trips and whiskey tours to impromptu ceilidhs in cozy pubs. The fully updated guide
includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and reconstructions of must-see sights, plus street-bystreet maps of cities and towns. Detailed listings will guide you to hotels, restaurants, bars, and
shops for all budgets. What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides - New itineraries based on
length of stay, regional destinations, and themes. - Brand-new hotel and restaurants listings
including DK's Choice recommendations. - Restaurant locations plotted on redrawn area maps
and listed with sights. - Redesigned and refreshed interiors make the guides even easier to
read. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that
brighten every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland truly shows you this destination as
no one else can.
Explore the very best getaways that the United Kingdom has to offer, with this seasonal guide
to short travel adventures. Whether it’s island-hopping in spring, wine-tasting in summer,
dolphin-watching in autumn, or skiing in winter, Annabelle Thorpe presents 52 enticing options
for memorable weekend breaks. This unique guide offers a full calendar year of extraordinary
experiences, arranged by season. All the planning has been done for you, with practical
information on the best places to stay and eat, plus insights on cultural events, fun activities,
historic sites, man-made attractions, and natural beauty spots. Complete with stunning
photography and ideas for similar short trips to enjoy in other locations across England,
Scotland, and Wales, this handy guide will help you make the most of your travels in Britain at
any time of year.
From the first Saxon king to today's Prince Charles, this compact visual guide conveys the
drama and history of Britain's royal lineage. Over 100 color illustrations.

The DK Eyewitness Mexico Travel Guide is your indispensable guide to this beautiful
part of the world. The fully updated guide includes unique cutaways, floorplans and
reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus street-by-street maps of all the fascinating
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cities and towns. The new-look guide includes photographs and illustrations leading you
straight to the best attractions on offer. The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel guide
will help you to discover everything region-by-region; from local festivals and markets to
day trips around the countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to the best hotels,
restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets, whilst detailed practical information will
help you to get around, whether by train, bus or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider tips
and essential local information will help you explore every corner of Mexico effortlessly.
DK Eyewitness Mexico Travel Guide - showing you what others only tell you. Winner of
the Top Guidebook Series in the Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards 2017.
Small but spectacular, the Emerald Isle dazzles from coast to coast. Whether you're
seeking the surreal beauty of the Giant's Causeway, the historic halls of Trinity College,
or the perfect pub to enjoy a pint of Guinness, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes
sure you experience all that Ireland has to offer. Beloved by Hollywood filmmakers,
Ireland's dramatic beauty will no doubt be recognizable to visitors as the backdrop of
Star Wars and Game of Thrones. The cities, meanwhile, beckon with the promise of
cosy pubs and charming locals. And with Belfast and Dublin offering their own unique
identities and rich histories, Ireland's two capitals are sure not to disappoint. Our
annually updated guide brings Ireland to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see
sights, photographs on practically every page, and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: - our pick of Ireland's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden gems - the best
spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - detailed maps and walks which make navigating
the country easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around, and
stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part of Ireland, from Donegal to Dublin, Cork
to Kilkenny - our new lightweight format, so you can take your guide with you wherever
you go Planning a city break? Try our pocket-friendly Top 10 Dublin for top 10 lists to all
things Dublin.
"It s beautifully presented, the text is light and informative, and the print quality of the
book is top-notch."
Small but spectacular, the Emerald Isle dazzles from coast to coast. Whether you're
seeking the surreal beauty of the Giant's Causeway, the historic halls of Trinity College,
or the perfect pub to enjoy a pint of Guinness, your DK Eyewitness travel e-guide
makes sure you experience all that Ireland has to offer. Beloved by Hollywood
filmmakers, Ireland's dramatic beauty will no doubt be recognizable to visitors as the
backdrop of Star Wars and Game of Thrones. The cities, meanwhile, beckon with the
promise of cosy pubs and charming locals. And with Belfast and Dublin offering their
own unique identities and rich histories, Ireland's two capitals are sure not to
disappoint. Our annually updated e-guide brings Ireland to life, transporting you there
like no other travel e-guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our
trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of Ireland's must-sees, top
experiences, and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - detailed
maps and walks which make navigating the country easy - easy-to-follow itineraries expert advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part
of Ireland, from Donegal to Dublin, Cork to Kilkenny Planning a city break? Try our
pocket-friendly Top 10 Dublin for top 10 lists to all things Dublin.
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Get your passport ready and your vacation planner out! This book contains over 100
destinations to choose from, brought to life through stunning photography. Maybe you
want to know the finest place to go to in June, or you want to know the best time of year
to witness a natural wonder, enjoy a festival or go on an action-adventure. This book
will help you plan the ultimate experience. Each month of the year has a dedicated
chapter, so you'll know the perfect travel destination for that time of year. Perhaps
you're looking for a place to have a June honeymoon, a September wedding
anniversary getaway or a March birthday adventure - there are over 100 destinations
listed to spark your vacation dreams. Discover when to explore Costa Rica's
rainforests, journey into the clouds in Nepal, sail between Croatia's cypress-clad islands
or gaze at the saw-toothed crags of Canada's Rocky Mountains. Learn about just the
right moment to see the cherry blossoms bloom in Japan, or the reindeer in Lapland.
Maybe you want to know when you can visit the Hawaiian island of Kauai or the ruins of
ancient Lycia all to yourself? Vibrant photographs bring these destinations a little bit
closer to home, so you can imagine yourself there. There's a stimulating narrative
describing the glorious locations and activities. This coffee table book has tips to help
you plan your vacation with helpful information like the closest international airports,
how to get around and the average temperature for the month. Just in case you can't
make it that month, the book includes another month that is equally pleasant and
worthwhile. Unforgettable trips for every month This book has everything you need to
choose an exciting place to spend your vacation and the best possible time of year to
go. You can find the perfect place to visit no matter when you want to travel, so you can
create and collect special memories. This book makes a wonderful wedding gift, with
many honeymoon ideas. Let us be your travel guide! - Holiday destinations, month by
month. - Glorious photos to inspire you. - Helpful narrative to help you imagine being
there yourself.
Embark on an outdoor adventure across the Southwest USA and its many varied and
wonderful National Parks! Whether you want to unleash your inner cowboy on the
ranches in Utah, take in the truly spectacular sight of the Grand Canyon, or test your
luck in the casinos of Las Vegas, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you
experience it all! Inside the pages of this Southwest USA and National Parks travel
guide, you'll discover: - Our pick of Southwest USA's must-sees, top experiences,
hidden gems, and the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - Detailed maps and
walks make navigating the cities and towns easy - Easy-to-follow itineraries to help you
plan your trip - Expert advice and travel tips to help you get ready, get around and stay
safe Color-coded chapters to every part of Southwest USA, from the Grand Canyon,
Northern Arizona, Phoenix, Southern Arizona to Southern Utah, Albuquerque, and
Southern New Mexico - Available in a handy format that is lightweight and portable Find
a little something for everyone down South It's time to tick the Southwest USA off your
bucket list! This updated travel guide brings this beautiful region to life, transporting you
there in spectacular fashion! It's packed with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice,
and detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights. Stunning photographs and handdrawn illustrations will take you through the iconic landscapes and cities of this beautiful
corner of the USA. Distinguished by red sandstone mesas, cactus-studded deserts, and
towering rock arches, the Southwest USA's dramatic landscapes evoke frontier
legends. As rich in history and culture as natural beauty, the region's cities offer
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endless opportunities to experience the state's multicultural heritage. DK Eyewitness
Southwest USA and National Parks have been updated regularly to make sure the
information is as up-to-date as possible following the COVID-19 outbreak. Don't stop
exploring - discover even more guides! For more than two decades, DK Eyewitness
guides have helped travelers experience the world through the history, art, architecture,
and culture of their destinations. Expert travel writers and researchers provide
independent advice, recommendations, and reviews. Discover guidebooks to hundreds
of places around the globe. Gold Award: Wanderlust Reader Travel Award 2020 in the
Top Guidebook Series category.
Looking for a travel companion on your trip to London? This travel guide will make
exploring Britain's easy and fun. Whether you want to tread the footsteps of kings and
queens in Buckingham Palace, take in the bloody history of the Tower of London, or
explore one of the city's numerous parks, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure
you experience all that London has to offer. Inside the pages of this London travel
guide, you'll discover: - Our pick of London's must-sees, top experiences, hidden gems,
and the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - Detailed maps and walks make
navigating the city easy - Easy-to-follow itineraries to help you plan your trip - Expert
advice and travel tips to help you get ready, get around and stay safe - Color-coded
chapters to every part of London, from Mayfair to Shoreditch, King's Cross to the South
Bank - Available in a handy format that is lightweight and portable Immerse yourself in
Great Britain's capital and see the home of Royalty, history, and culture like never
before! This updated city guide transports you to the best London has to see and
experience, through expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, and detailed breakdowns
planning your trip to this iconic city will be a pleasure. Experience your perfect
adventure through the UK's most cosmopolitan city! Dripping in pomp and tradition, see
the British Museum, Whitehall, and Westminster for their iconic sights and regal
architecture. Rest in the rolling fields and peaceful woodlands of Hampstead Heath and
when the sun sets visit Soho for an evening out. DK Eyewitness London has been
updated regularly to make sure the information is as up-to-date as possible following
the COVID-19 outbreak. For more than two decades, DK Eyewitness guides have
helped travelers experience the world through the history, art, architecture, and culture
of their destinations. Expert travel writers and researchers provide independent advice,
recommendations, and reviews. Discover guidebooks to hundreds of places around the
globe!
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland will lead you straight to the best attractions this
unique country has to offer, from the streets of Edinburgh to the wind-swept highlands
and lochs, from golf trips and whiskey tours to impromptu ceilidhs in cozy pubs. The
fully updated guide includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and reconstructions of the
must-see sights, plus street-by-street maps of cities and towns. Detailed listings will
guide you to hotels, restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets. What's new in DK
Eyewitness Travel Guides: -New itineraries based on length of stay, regional
destinations, and themes. -Brand-new hotel and restaurants listings including DK's
Choice recommendations. -Restaurant locations plotted on redrawn area maps and
listed with sights. -Redesigned and refreshed interiors make the guides even easier to
read. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom
maps that brighten every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland truly shows you
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this destination as no one else can. Now available in PDF format.

Experience authentic Tokyo with this insider's e-guide Home to glimmering
skyscrapers, timeless traditions, and one of the world's most exciting art scenes,
this trendy city is endlessly enticing. But beyond the monumental Tokyo Tower
and lavish Imperial Palace lies the real Tokyo: a whole other realm waiting to be
explored. We've spoken to the city's locals to unearth the coolest hangout spots,
hidden gems, and personal favorites to ensure you travel like a local. Join the
after-work crowd in the ultimate karaoke sing-along, eat and drink into the night
at a tiny Japanese tavern, and get your geek on shopping at treasure troves of
anime merch. Whether you're a local looking to uncover your city's secrets or
seeking an authentic experience beyond the tourist track, this stylish e-guide
makes sure you experience Tokyo beneath the surface.
Three unique nations interwoven into a rich cultural tapestry, this small island has
huge character. Whether you want to tour elegant stately homes, marvel
prehistoric wonders or take a windswept walk along cliff-top paths, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Great Britain has to
offer. From the jagged peaks of the Scottish Highlands to the sweeping sands of
the Jurassic coast, Great Britain boasts some of Europe's most spectacular
scenery. Many centuries of civilisations are etched across this timeless
landscape, now home to an array of exuberant cities, charming seaside towns
and picturesque villages. Our newly updated guide brings Great Britain to life,
transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and
advice, detailed information on all the must-see sights, inspiring photography and
our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of Great Britain's must-sees,
top experiences and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay detailed maps and walks which make navigating the island easy - easy-to-follow
itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe - color-coded
chapters to every part of Great Britain, from London to Edinburgh, the Cotswolds
to Cornwall Want the best of Great Britain in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness
Top 10 guides to Scotland, London and Cornwall.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Amsterdam will lead you straight to the very
best Amsterdam has to offer. Whether you're looking for the things not to miss at
the Top 10 sights or want to find the best nightspots, this guide is the perfect
companion. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists, from the Top 10 museums to the Top
10 events and festivals. There's even a list of the Top 10 things to avoid. The
guide is divided by area with restaurant reviews for each, as well as
recommendations for hotels, bars, and places to shop. You'll find the insider
knowledge you need to explore every corner with DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Top 10 Amsterdam.
Find your corner of London with this essential travel guide to this great city,
designed to help you create your own unique trip and to transport you there
before you've even packed your suitcase - step back in time at the Tower of
London and the British Museum, get a bird's eye view of London from the Shard,
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or relax in Hyde Park. The DK Eyewitness Guide to London covers the must-see
sights and the hidden corners, so you won't miss a thing. - Gorgeous, all-new
color photography so you can imagine yourself there - Reasons to love London:
world-class museums, lively local markets, pomp and pageantry - what will yours
be? - See London from a different angle - 24 pages of fresh ideas for exploring
the city - A year-long calendar of events in London gives a selection of local
events and festivals for all seasons - Expert advice covers the practical stuff: get
ready, get around and stay safe - Over 20 detailed, color maps help you navigate
the city with ease - Expert tips to make memories that last - where to snap and
share the perfect photo, take in stunning views and escape the crowds - The
most authentic places to stay, eat, drink and shop - Easy-to-follow walks and
itineraries take you on a tour of each area, with plenty of eat and drink stops en
route. - Hand-drawn illustrations show the inside of the must-see attractions,
including Westminster Abbey, St Paul's Cathedral, the Tower of London and the
Houses of Parliament - Covers Westminster and Whitehall; Mayfair and St
James's; Soho and Trafalgar Square; Covent Garden and the Strand; Holborn
and the Inns of Court; Bloomsbury and Fitzrovia; King's Cross, Camden and
Islington; the City; Shoreditch and Spitalfields; Southwark and Bankside; South
Bank; Chelsea and Battersea; South Kensington and Knightsbridge; Kensington,
Holland Park and Notting Hill; Regent's Park and Marylebone; Hampstead and
Highgate; Greenwich and Canary Wharf; plus sights beyond the city. DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide London is a detailed, easy-to-use guide designed to
help you create your own unique trip. Staying longer? Try our DK Eyewitness
guide to Great Britain.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland is your in-depth guide to this unique
country. Explore all that Scotland has to offer, from the streets of Edinburgh to
the wind-swept highlands and lochs, from golf trips and whiskey tours to
impromptu ceilidhs in cozy pubs. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Scotland. + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a
glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor plans and
guided visitor information for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink
and dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by
area. + Area maps marked with sights. + Detailed city maps include street finder
indexes for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you
understand the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and restaurant listings highlight
DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs,
hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland truly shows you this country as no one else
can.
Winner of the Travel Media Awards 2019 Guide of the Year Whether you want to
visit the iconic Empire State Building, take a leisurely stroll through Central Park,
or sample the sublime cocktails in East Village, your DK Eyewitness travel guide
makes sure you experience all that New York City has to offer. Dynamic and
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diverse, New York City is bursting at the seams with unmissable sights, mouthwatering cuisines, and truly unique experiences. From the soaring skyscrapers of
Manhattan to the trendy bars of Brooklyn, the vibrant jazz clubs of Harlem to the
cobblestoned streets of SoHo, the city offers everything in abundance. Our
annually updated guide brings New York City to life, transporting you there like
no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of New York City's mustsees, top experiences, and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and
stay - detailed maps and walks which make navigating the city easy - easy-tofollow itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe - colorcoded chapters to every part of New York City from the Upper East Side to Lower
Manhattan, Chelsea to Chinatown Have less time? Try our pocket-friendly Top
10 New York City for top 10 lists to all things New York City.
Surveys the history and culture of the country, describes the highlights of each
region, and suggests hotels, restaurants, and activities.
Where does tea come from? With DK's The Tea Book, learn where in the world
tea is cultivated and how to drink each variety at its best, with steeping notes and
step-by-step recipes. Visit tea plantations from India to Kenya, recreate a
Japanese tea ceremony, discover the benefits of green tea, or learn how to make
the increasingly popular Chai tea. Exploring the spectrum of herbal, plant, and
fruit infusions, as well as tea leaves, this is a comprehensive guide for all tea
lovers.
Now available in PDF format. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Back Roads Great Britain takes
you to the beautiful villages and stunning landscapes that can only be discovered along the
scenic routes and back roads of England, Scotland, and Wales. Discover towns such as
picturesque St. Ives, home to national museums and brimming with galleries. Embark on
historical journeys through Neolithic stone circles, ancient abbeys and churches, and the
medieval wonders at Salisbury. Delight in colorful English and Welsh gardens, ascend Mt.
Snowden and take in the glacial lakes and waterfalls of Snowdonia National Park, and explore
the untamed west coast of Scotland. The Back Roads Great Britain travel guide offers twentyfive driving tours that range from one to five days. Each itinerary highlights day-trips and
activities, including walks and hikes, tours of ruins and historic landmarks, and market days
and festivals. Practical information, such as road conditions, lengths of drives, and zip codes
for GPS devices, accompanies the map and the complete itineraries, as do listings for the bestvalue hotels, intimate guesthouses, local produce-friendly restaurants, and cozy pubs. DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Back Roads Great Britain leads you to the most authentic and
delightful experiences the island has to offer.
Whether you're after a stroll through the woods in springtime, a canoe safari on the Norfolk
Broads, a day at the caber-tossing Highland Games or afternoon tea at a fancy hotel, this book
will lead you to the best holiday destinations and experiences Great Britain and Ireland have to
offer. Its easy-to-use season-by-season format and six themes - History and Heritage; Wildlife
and Landscape; Cities, Towns and Villages; Outdoor Activities; Family Getaways; and
Festivals and Events - make planning your time on these beautiful isles easier than ever.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Scotland is your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
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discoveries await you. Sip the water of life, whisky, in an ancient pub, trace the trails of the
clanspeople fleeing Glen Coe, or play a round in St Andrew's, golf's spiritual home; all with
your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Scotland and begin your journey now! Inside
Lonely Planet Scotland Travel Guide: Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and
itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time
and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at
your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest
reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that
most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience castles, lochs & mountains, islands, literature, food & drink, museums, culture, wildlife, the land
Free, convenient pull-out Edinburgh map (included in print version), plus over 50 colour maps
Covers Edinburgh, Glasgow, Highlands & Islands, Inverness & the Central Highlands, Orkney
& Shetland and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)
Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience
Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key
pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images
Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Scotland , our most
comprehensive guide to Scotland, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less
travelled. Looking for a guide focused on the Highlands and Islands or Edinburgh? Check out
Lonely Planet Scotland's Highlands and Islands guide for a comprehensive look at all these
regions have to offer; or Pocket Edinburgh a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss
sights for a quick trip. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet:
Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with
guidebooks to every Scotland, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products,
and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables
curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in
which they find themselves.
Whether you take the high road or the low road, with Rick Steves on your side, Scotland can
be yours! Inside Rick Steves Scotland you'll find: Comprehensive coverage for spending a
week or more exploring Scotland Rick's strategic advice on how to get the most out of your
time and money, with rankings of his must-see favorites Top sights and hidden gems, from the
wild beauty of Orkney Islands and the Hebrides to cozy corner pubs in Edinburgh How to
connect with local culture: Chat with experts on the Speyside Whisky Trail, attend a small-town
Highland Games, or join the search for Nessie Beat the crowds, skip the lines, and avoid
tourist traps with Rick's candid, humorous insight The best places to eat, sleep, and relax with
a dram of Scotch Self-guided walking tours of lively neighborhoods and historic sites Detailed
neighborhood maps and a fold-out city map for exploring on the go Useful resources including
a packing list, a phrase book of Scottish slang, a historical overview, and recommended
reading Over 400 bible-thin pages include everything worth seeing without weighing you down
Complete, up-to-date information on Edinburgh, Glasgow, Stirling, St. Andrews, the Scottish
Highlands, Oban, Mull, Iona, Staffa, Glencoe, Fort William, Inverness, Loch Ness, Pitiochry,
Balmoral Castle, the Isle of Skye, Wester Ross, the Orkney Islands, and more Make the most
of every day and every dollar with Rick Steves Scotland.
World Whiskey is your nation-by-nation whiskey bible to more than 700 varieties and top awardwinners from around the world. Featuring an up-to-date photograph for each type to aid in
recognition, this comprehensive reference guides you through every important distilling nationfrom Dewar's and Macallan in Scotland to Jack Daniel's and Maker's Mark in the United States
to Amrut and Lammerlaw in Asia and Australasia. Its nation-by-nation A to Z format makes it
accessible for confirmed whiskey lovers and new converts alike. Tasting notes and information
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on the factors that contribute to each variety's unique flavor help you explore and enjoy this
distinctive spirit. Learn about every aspect of whiskey production, gain insight into the
operation and secrets of featured distilleries, use whiskey tour maps to plan trips around major
whiskey-producing regions, and much more. With this completely up-to-date edition of World
Whiskey, you are sure to find a satisfying dram wherever you are.
Be More Japan is a celebration of all things Japanese - from the country's fascinating, ancient
traditions to its unique and influential modern culture. Blending both travel information and
cultural insights into a single book, Be More Japan helps you understand and experience the
best of Japan, both at home and abroad. Beginning with an overview of the four seasons - a
key theme in Japanese culture - you'll learn about the festivals, food, fashion and flowers that
change throughout the year and make this country so full of fun and variety. Then dive into the
captivating culture of Japan, with topics such as art, music, food, wellness and spirituality all
split into separate sections to help you pinpoint the areas that interest you. Learn about the
traditional skills of the tea ceremony and calligraphy, and where you can go to see and practice
them yourself. Find out more about the country's most popular sports and where to catch a
game of baseball or see a martial arts exposition. For pop culture fans, there are dedicated
sections on J-Pop, anime and video games, with plenty of information on the best places to
enjoy them in Japan. And if you want to get a feel for modern Japanese lifestyle, you'll find
enough details on topics such as transportation, karaoke, ikigai, shopping and hot springs to
help you make the most of even a short trip to Japan. You can pick and choose what interests
you to plan your perfect trip, or explore a bit of everything to get a sense of the essentials of
Japanese life and culture. And for those who can't make the trip to Japan, or who want to carry
on the experience when they return, there are tips and suggestions for how to bring Japanese
culture to you, and places where you can see its influence around the world.
Beautiful, enchanting, and wild - Scotland is an incredible destination just waiting to be
explored. From sky-high mountains and rugged coastlines to romantic lochs and fiercely proud
people, Scotland has many treasures crammed into a small country. This ultimate pocket-sized
travel guide shows you the very best sights you'll want to include on your Scotland bucket list!
Inside the pages of this Scotland travel guide, you'll discover: - Ten easy-to-follow itineraries,
perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week in this beautiful region - Available in a handy
format that is light, portable, and packed with essential information - Expert advice and travel
tips to help you tick off unmissable sights, explore beyond the tourist hubs and soak up the
atmosphere - Detailed maps cover the most interesting areas of Scotland, plus a laminated pullout map that won't let you down whatever the weather Uncover the Highlands, Lowlands, and
just about everything in between There is so much to see it can be difficult to know where to
start. This Scottish travel guide will ensure that you experience this breathtakingly beautiful
country like a local. Find the best castles, lochs, epic journeys, places to shop, eat, and, of
course, sample a "wee dram" of Whisky! Explore the history and culture of Scotland's
cosmopolitan cities from Edinburgh Castle to the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum in
Glasgow. See the best of Scotland's countryside has to offer from its beautiful, enchanting, and
wild windswept moors, shimmering lochs, and breathtakingly beautiful glens including the Isle
of Skye, Glen Coe, and Loch Ness, and the Great Glen. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Scotland has
been updated regularly to make sure the information is as up-to-date as possible following the
COVID-19 outbreak. Experience even more with the full range of our top-10 guides Take the
work out of planning a short trip with the DK Eyewitness Top 10 series. It's the ultimate travel
guide packed with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to make your weekend trip or cultural
break memorable. From London and Paris to Rome and the Lake District, explore the best of
these travel destinations and many more!
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands is the ultimate travel guide to this
spectacular region. Written in Rough Guides' trademark honest and informative style, the guide
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features detailed practical advice on what to see and do and how to get about, plus up-to-date
reviews of the best hotels, B&Bs, pubs, activity operators and campsites. This guide covers
everything from hiking in the Cairngorms to whale-watching on Mull, plus where to find the best
local produce from fresh oysters to fine malt whiskies. There are also features on the area's
unique wildlife and where to watch it, plus outdoor activities from mountain biking and climbing
to surfing and skiing. With clear maps and detailed coverage of Scotland's islands, national
parks and mountain areas, The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands will help you
make the most of your trip. Make the most of your time on earth with The Rough Guide to
Scottish Highlands and Islands. Now available in epub format.
Acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane explores the flower markets, gardens, and floral
boutiques of London London in Bloom showcases the floral abundance of the English capital’s
extraordinary parks, gardens, florists, and flower markets. In this companion to her popular
books Paris in Bloom and New York in Bloom, Georgianna Lane takes us on a romantic floral
tour of London, juxtaposing luscious blooms with intricate floral details found in the city’s iconic
architecture. The book also includes a detailed list of recommended parks, gardens, markets,
and floral designers; a spring tour of blossoms and blooms; a field guide of common springblooming trees and shrubs; and step-by-step instructions for creating a London-style bouquet.
For flower lovers and Anglophiles alike, London in Bloom offers a unique and irresistible view
of London.
Windswept cliffs, breathtaking beaches, and vibrant cities: welcome to the stunning south of
England. Whether you want to relax on the sandy shores of Cornwall, wander around London's
famous museums or browse vintage shops in Brighton, your DK Eyewitness travel e-guide
makes sure you experience all that this region has to offer. England's South Coast is awash
with natural beauty, from the purple moors of Exmoor to the green hills of Kent to the white
cliffs of Dover. Dotted around this picturesque landscape are a colourful array of cities, too,
including historic Canterbury, quirky Bristol, and the arty paradise of St Ives - the choice of
which to visit is yours. Our recently updated e-guide brings England's South Coast to life,
transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice,
detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our
hand-drawn illustrations which place you inside the region's iconic buildings and
neighbourhoods. You'll discover: -our pick of England's South Coast's must-sees, top
experiences and hidden gems -the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay -detailed maps and
walks which make navigating the region easy -easy-to-follow itineraries -expert advice: get
ready, get around and stay safe -color-coded chapters to every part of England's South Coast,
from London to Kent, Dorset to Cornwall Touring the country? Look out for our DK Eyewitness
Great Britain.
DK Eyewitness Scotland travel guide will lead you straight to the best attractions this wild
country has to offer. Packed with photographs, illustrations and detailed maps, discover
Scotland region by region; from the culturally diverse and architecturally magnificent Glasgow
to the peerless beauty of the highlands. The guide provides all the insider tips every visitor
needs from where to walk with Reindeers to how to tread the Malt whisky trail, with
comprehensive listings of the best hotels, resorts, restaurants, and nightlife in each region for
all budgets. You'll find 3D cutaways and floorplans of all the must-see sites plus street-bystreet maps of all the fascinating cities and towns of Scotland. DK Eyewitness Scotland
explores the country's castles, lochs, fishing hot spots and famous golf courses, focussing on
the best scenic routes from which to explore the rugged Scottish landscape. With up-to-date
information on getting around by boat, bus, or steam train and all the sights listed town by
town, DK Eyewitness Scotland is indispensable. Don't miss a thing on your holiday with the DK
Eyewitness Scotland.
Take to the open road with DK Eyewitness Back Roads Great Britain and discover 25 leisurely
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drives through the country's beautiful villages and stunning landscapes. Explore the
spectacular scenery of the Lake District, follow a whiskey trail through the Highlands or
discover picturesque coastal villages in Cornwall. Packed with insider tips and information, this
easy-to-use e-guide reveals incredible sights, hidden gems, and authentic local experiences
that can be discovered only by road. Inside DK Eyewitness Back Roads Great Britain: - 25
easy-to-follow driving tours, each lasting one to five days - Guided walks take you through
Great Britain's historic towns and villages - Experts suggest the best off-road activities in each
area, from whiskey trails to water sports - Contains essential travel tips, including our pick of
where to stay, eat, and shop, plus useful travel, visa, and health information - Covers all the
UK rules of the road - Includes postcodes for use with GPS, plus information on road
conditions and parking tips - Covers Cornwall, Devon, the Jurassic Coast, Salisbury, Bath,
Glastonbury, the Cotswolds, the Chilterns, the South Downs, Brighton, Kent, Cambridgeshire,
Norfolk, the Brecon Beacons, West Wales, Snowdonia, Offa's Dyke, the Peak District,
Yorkshire, the Lake District, Northumbria, Edinburgh, Rosslyn Chapel, Fife, the Scottish
Highlands, the Scottish Lochs, Aberdeen, Inverness, and more Staying for longer and looking
for a more comprehensive e-guide to Great Britain? Try our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Great
Britain.
Discover Scotland - small but spectacular, this country offers bucket-list experiences in
abundance. Whether you want to explore Edinburgh Castle, venture through iconic Highland
landscape, or sample ancient malts, your DK Eyewitness travel e-guide makes sure you
experience all that Scotland has to offer. Famed for its majestic mountains, moody moorlands
and tranquil lochs, this richly varied hinterland is a joy for outdoor enthusiasts. Meanwhile,
urban Scotland offers cutting-edge art galleries, lively nightlife and a flourishing food scene.
Our recently updated e-guide brings Scotland to life, transporting you there like no other travel
e-guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see
sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-drawn illustrations which place
you inside the country's iconic buildings and neighbourhoods. You'll discover: our pick of
Scotland's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems the best spots to eat, drink, shop and
stay detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy easy-to-follow itineraries
expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe colour-coded chapters to every part of
Scotland, from Edinburgh and Glasgow to Southern Scotland and the Highlands and islands.
Want the best of Scotland in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Scotland.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: the most maps, photography, and illustrations of any guide. DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Scotland is your pocket guide to the very best of this country
in the United Kingdom. Castles, gardens, lochs, and idyllic island retreats: Scotland is a place
of great beauty, magic, and history, from Edinburgh to Glasgow. Scotland boasts outstanding
golf courses; fantastic restaurants; and wonderful hotels, inns, and B&Bs, making it a perfect
destination for a single person, a couple, or a family looking for fun places for children. Our
travel guide helps you find exactly what you are looking for, from where to enjoy the best malt
whiskies, most-scenic walking routes, and riotous cultural festivals and events. Discover DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Scotland True to its name, this Top 10 guidebook covers all
major sights and attractions in easy-to-use "top 10" lists that help you plan the vacation that's
right for you. "Don't miss" destination highlights Things to do and places to eat, drink, and shop
by area Free, color pull-out map (print edition), plus maps and photographs throughout
Walking tours and day-trip itineraries Traveler tips and recommendations Local drink and
dining specialties to try Museums, festivals, outdoor activities Creative and quirky best-of lists
and more The perfect pocket-size travel companion: DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10
Scotland Recommended: For an in-depth guidebook to the country of Scotland, check outDK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Scotland, which offers the most complete cultural coverage of
Scotland; trip-planning itineraries by length of stay; 3-D cross-section illustrations of major
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sights and attractions; thousands of photographs, illustrations, and maps; and more.
The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice on what to see and do, plus detailed
itineraries and comprehensive maps for exploring this picturesque country. Explore the remote
Isle of Skye, visit the well-trodden Royal Mile during the world-famous Edinburgh Festival or
tackle Scotland's scenic glens and rugged mountains- everything you need to know is clearly
laid out within colour-coded chapters. Discover the best of Scotland with this indispensable
travel guide. Inside DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Scotland- - Over15 colour maps, including a
transport map of Scotland, help you navigate with ease - Simple layoutmakes it easy to find the
information you need -Comprehensive tours and itineraries of Scotland, designed for every
interest and budget - Illustrations and floorplansshow Edinburgh Castle, the National Museum
of Scotland, the Royal Mile, Stirling Castle and more. - Colour photographsof Scotland's
stunning mountains, glens, castles, islands, lochs and wildlife - Historical and cultural context
gives you a richer travel experience-learn about Scotland's rich history, traditions and festivals
- Experience the culture with features on Highland music and games, clans and tartans, and
traditional Scottish foods - Detailed chapters, with area maps,cover Edinburgh, Southern
Scotland, Glasgow, Central Scotland and the Highlands and Islands - Essential travel tips-our
expert choices of where to stay, eat, shop and sightsee, plus some helpful Scottish vocabulary,
and visa and health information DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Scotlandis a detailed, easy-touse guide designed to help you get the most from your visit to Scotland.
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